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Standard of living in East Germany 
 
Aspects of a balance sheet  
 

 

If life situations, living standards and prosperity in the new federal states are 

analyzed today, certain welfare and social indicators can be assumed which 

generally determine the socio-economic situation of families or private 

households in the presentation of income trends. Number of children, size of 

household, equipment with durable consumer goods as well as housing supply 

can also be used to show the development trends of living standards. Spending 

structures (expenditure shares for food, housing, etc.) are also generally 

considered welfare indicators. The handling of money, wealth accumulation, 

savings and investment behavior on the one hand and debt or over-indebtedness 

on the other hand are also increasingly to be considered. 
 
However, in order to be able to describe current living standards and material 

living standards in East Germany, real wealth development, but also the tension 

between wealth and poverty more precisely or more realistically, classic welfare 

indicators are not sufficient. For this reason, a life situation concept is used to 

describe the standard of living achieved in East Germany, which encompasses the 

most important areas of life for the individual and is not reduced to income 

development and the derivations based on it. 
 
In addition, the development of material living standards and prosperity in East 

Germany and the establishment of certain poverty potentials since 1990 can only 

be understood and factually interpreted depending on specific demographic 

processes and against the background of population development in the new 

federal states. 
 
In addition to the changes in population, current demographic structures and the 

causes of their changes are revealing, especially since the social-political 

development and planning in the Federal Republic as a whole, as well as in the 

individual countries and municipalities without taking into account changing 

relationship and population data (relation of employed and inactive people 

Population, between different age groups and genders, shifts in the family 

structure and regional distribution, work-related migration and mobility, etc.) 

cannot make do. 
 
The population development that has been observed since 1990 and 

undoubtedly singular in Germany's recent history, in particular the de facto 

demographic events in eastern Germany, has long been the focus of more than 

just demographic and family sociological research. 
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